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Advanced Ticket Management

Interactive Feedback for Guests
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Toughened Glass Touchscreen
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Swipe or Tap to Play, 
with smartTouch™ and 
Playwave® Contactless.

More Standard Features Than Any Other Reader



Embed’s smartTouch™ employs a similar architecture 
to modern Smart Phones by running applications and 
software that can continue to evolve over time.

3 Year Warranty 
We’re passionate about our products and we stand behind them with 
the industry’s best warranty. It’s standard on the full smartTouch range. 

Dedicated Modes for Different Game Types
Set your smartTouch to any of its dedicated modes for Video, 
Redemption or Coin Action, with or without a token hopper. Easy 
configuration happens through the on-screen service menu, making 
setup seamless for the operator while maximizing the guest experience. 
 
Smart Ticket Management & Celebration
For ticket redemption games, smartTouch integrates directly between 
the game and multiple ticket dispensers, allowing for 100% accuracy, 
greater operator control and valuable data collection for in-depth game 
and user reports. You can choose to run exclusively with paper tickets 
or E-tickets, or offer both options and allow your guests to choose their 
ticket payout style in real time.  We provide the best of both worlds with 
tools and flexibility to get the most from your redemption games and 
achieve real operational savings.

Toughened Glass Touchscreen
The touchscreen allows guests to interact with the device in new 
and meaningful ways, such as checking their balance, multi-credits, 
accepting special offers and more. The tempered glass panel ensures 
durability and long life against general wear and tear.

IP Based Hardware
Each device in the smartTouch family comes with enterprise level  
Wi-Fi or Wired Ethernet connectivity options. Embed’s out of the box 
flexibility allows smartTouch to be deployed in even the strictest 
security environments.

Flexible Mounting Options
A comprehensive selection of harnesses and mounting bracket  
options allows for the best reader placement on the game, makes setup 
a breeze and minimizes installation costs. All smartTouch readers and 
game harnesses support the Universal Connector Link (UCL).

Touchscreen Service Menu
The smartTouch reader offers a comprehensive internal service  
menu allowing for easy management, installation and configuration 
by operational and service staff. These tools to allow for testing and 
diagnostics of all features that interact with the game. Technicians, 
game distributors or on-site staff can install and test functions.

Color-Glo™
Embed’s award-winning invention (IAAPA Impact Award in 2006) 
fundamentally changed the debit card industry. Color-Glo is often 
copied but never equaled, and smartTouch continues this tradition 
with even more Color-Glo options, features and flexibility.  The sales 
and engagement process is improved by providing your guests with 
universally understood feedback and recognition.

Playwave® Contactless
All smartTouch readers support Playwave , the benchmark in 
“Tap” technology. Guests simply place their card, wristband or 
Playwave-enabled merchandise over the display to start the game.  
The read time of Playwave media can also be adjusted per reader 
to prevent over-crediting games.

Playwave - don’t accept substitutes.


